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Lisgar School Council Meeting Minutes 
November 6, 2012 

DRAFT 

 

Council Members Present: 
The meeting was attended by 21 council members with six members sending regrets. 
 

Parents and Guardians: 
The meeting was attended by 13 parents/guardians. 
 
Meeting Co-Chairs: Michael FitzPatrick and Stacey Moreau 
Meeting Secretary: Wajid Ali Chishty 

1. Welcome and Round-Table Introductions, Call to Order, Approval of Agenda,  
The Co-Chairs welcomed all attendees to the meeting. 
The amended agenda was accepted by consensus. 

2. Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting, Business Arising, 

It was  
MOVED BY: Brenda Flight 
SECONDED BY: Xiao Hang 
THAT the minutes be accepted with implemented changes. CARRIED 

3. Student Council Co-Presidents’ Report (Sam Cotton) 
The student council co-president briefed the attendees on the following activities: 

1) Leadership Camp: Was held from Oct 12 to 14, 2012 at Christie Lake and was very 
successful.  

2) Students Dance: Was held on Oct 26 between 7:00 pm and 10:30 pm.  The event was a 
success. Thanked the parent volunteers.  

3) United Way Pancake Breakfast: Scheduled for Nov 15.  No parent volunteers required. 
Tickets are $8 for adults and $5 for students. Contact Students Council’s Directors of 
Goodwill, NiaKing and Kathy Zhang, for donations. 

4. Guest Speakers (Barry Bickerton, Principal of Curriculum Services and Robin McAteer, 
Curriculum Coach): Assessment and Evaluation Practices within the OCDSB 
Mr. McMahon introduced the two speakers. 
 
Mr. Bickerton informed that Ottawa was a leader province wide in the assessment/evaluation 
methodology. He explained how the teaching practices have evolved over the years and how the 
Board provides administration of assessment and staff learning.  He shared the assessment and 
evaluation journey commencing in 1999 with the secondary school reforms to 2010 with the 
publishing of the policy document titled “Growing Success”.  He also informed and shared with 
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the meeting participants the various templates that have been introduced by the Board to facilitate 
the staff in conducting the assessments and evaluations.  These templates were developed as a 
result of consultations between the teachers and the instructional coaches. 
 
Ms. McAteer, who is a Math coach, informed of her role within the assessment/evaluation 
process.  She explained how under the process the expected levels are discussed and explained to 
the students and how this results in students’ involvement and commitment.  She also explained 
the rationale of the templates.  She shared a training video on Teachers’ Practice and Professional 
Judgment, which showed the linkages between planning instructions/assessments, designing 
tasks, collecting evidence and determining grades. She also discussed at length two templates: 
Assessment Plan; and Evidence Record, which the teachers are supposed to use. 
 

Comments: 
• Concern about parents not being involved in the consultation during the process of the 

assessment policy formulation 
• The need for better communication with parents was recognized. 
• Differentiation between gifted and regular classes. 
• Connection of the policy with EQAO evaluation process 
• Early introduction of the policy and methods/templates with Teachers’ College 

students 

5. Staff Representative’s Report (Alison Perry and Paul Kronberg) 
Ms. Perry briefed the parents on the following issues: 

1) Reminder from Guidance Office on “Take Your Kid to Work” day on November 7th. 

2) Charity for Linda Martin. Students to collect blankets for cancers patents at the General 
Hospital. Project is called “Linda’s Blanket”. The project was Linda’s idea to help create 
new learning skills for students in the Dual Support Program. 

3) Visit of HSP3M classes to Royal Ottawa Mental Health Center for workshop on 
Psychosis and Schizophrenia.  

4) Drama and 3UG English classes to visit NAC to attend Pride and Prejudice 

5) Space Simulation project on Orbital Mechanics.  Students learning a lot about the 
application of physics and trigonometry. 

 

Mr. Kronberg provided an update on the issue of Labor unrest 

1) Uncertainty about timeline 

2) Aim is for settlement through negotiations rather than legislation 

3) Monday, November 12, the union in strike action position 

4) Teachers sincerely hoping that this is short lived. 
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6. Principal’s Report (David McMahon) 
Mr. McMahon briefed the parents on the following issues: 

1) Labour Relationship (Board’s perspective):  
• Keep checking the Board website for updates and list of affected services due to stike 

action. 
• Administration and staff  doing their best to minimize the effect on students 
• The strike position involves teachers as well as office and care staff 
• School will try to arrange supply teachers but some disruptions are anticipated 
• Available options: 

 Lock out 
 Minister’s intervention 
 Alternative proposal from Union 

• Situation will be dealt on day-to-day basis.  Important not to jeopardize learning 
2) Requirement of volunteers for sport activities 
3) Undergraduate ceremony on October 11th was a success and it seems that the afternoon 

timing are more suitable for the event 
4) Parent Teachers Conference conducted quite smoothly 
5) Grad picture day on Oct 29th 
6) Remembrance Day ceremony to be held on November 9th at 10:30 am 
7) The report cards will be sent out on November 27th  

7. Old Business 

Debriefs on the Lisgar Lecture and the FAQs were postponed since the meeting was running 
behind schedule. 

8. Committee Reports 

Discussion on the reports from the committee liaisons were postponed since the meeting was 
running behind schedule.  The texts of the updates from the LSC liaisons are attached. 

9. Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:30 pm. 
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Committee Reports as Reported by LSC Liaisons 
 

Ottawa Carleton Assembly of Scool Councils (OCASC) from Peter Lewis 
OCTOBER 18, 2012 
 
The early discussion of the meeting concerned the detail in the Minutes that have been produced 
in the past.  It was expressed that the preparation of detailed Minutes that read more like a 
transcript of the meeting was a highly time consuming activity (the last Minutes were 10 pages in 
length).   
 
The meeting resolved to accept a shorter summarized version of the minutes.  It was further 
resolved that the proceedings would be recorded to aid in the preparation of the minutes but that 
the recordings would be temporary and would be recorded over in the subsequent meetings.  The 
recordings would thus be available up to acceptance of the Minutes at the following meeting.  In 
the event of a disagreement or non- acceptance of the Minutes, they could be used in resolving 
any disputes.   Further, if at any time an individual speaker, for whatever reason, wished not to be 
recorded, the chair would  instruct that  the recordings be suspended for the duration of that 
person’s presentation.  Additionally, invited speakers would not be recorded. 
 
CHALK IT UP: 
 
There were several presenters a couple of which were of general interest: 
 
Hudson Avenue School made a presentation about the noise generated by whistles – particularly 
when used indoors and that can be as loud as 122db!  It was noted that whilst there are standards 
protecting teachers from excessive noise, no regulations exist that protect students.  Cases have 
been noted of excessive whistle use, ie in the hallways and in the lunchroom to control students 
and that there is a potential for long term damage of student’s hearing resulting from excessive 
noise. 
 
The presenter asked if any other schools were having issues with excessive noise – whistles, 
construction or otherwise, and how they were dealing with it. 
 
Maple Ridge school was asking several questions about internal communication systems. She 
was looking for feedback on using Syner mail (sp?) and Synervoice systems.  Was also asking 
about a board account for Survey Monkey 
The LCI comms systems seem to work well but I do not know what is used. 
 
Knoxdale school was looking for feedback on what School Council financial records were being 
kept and made public by the different School Councils.  This is in light of the fraud incident at 
RPPS last year.  If this council wishes to share this information, I can forward this information to 
Knoxdale. 
 
The Emily Carr Middle School announced that they would have a special presentation (notice 
attached) on November 27th  1900hrs-2130hrs entitled Communicate, Collaborate and Connect 
with your Youth.  This presentation could be of great interest to LCI parents and I suggest that 
the poster be attached to our website. 
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For those interested, OCASC is now on Twitter and Facebook. 
 
 
PRESENTATION: 
 
Speaker: Peter Guiliani, President of the Ottawa Carleton Elementary Teachers Federation. 
 
Mr. Guiliani gave a presentation that was essentially identical to that presentation given by Mr. 
Kronberg at our September LCISC meeting.  The key difference being that he expressed, from 
the point of view of the Elementary teachers, that the group was very very very angry.  That said, 
he was clear that the OCETF would continue to seek to negotiate with the appropriate parties. 
Interestingly, he said that now that parliament was prorogued, the government actually had the 
power to reverse the earlier legislation without a debate but added that he thought that it was 
unlikely. 
 
Whilst OCASC made it clear that they do not condone any School Council becoming involved in 
the labour discussions, they believed that it was useful to have this presentation in the interests of 
keeping the constituents informed.  Mr. Guilliani was, however, asked what could parents do?  
He suggested that it may, in some cases, be useful to write to the local MPP but he stated that it 
would first be more appropriate to ask the teachers in the school themselves.  This may be 
something that LCI could consider. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
It was resolved that, in cases where a motion to make a change or an amendment to the 
constitution has been raised,  proxy voting be permitted to allow anyone representative to vote by 
email in the event that they were to be absent from the meeting in which the vote was taking 
place.  By way of explanation, changes to the constitution must be presented 28 days in advance 
of any general meeting.  In most cases, a motion would be presented and debated in one meeting 
and then voted on during the next meeting. 
 
The Budget was presented and will be ratified during the November meeting. There is a forecast 
deficit of $115 for the 2012/13 year.  I have a copy of the budget if anyone is interested. 
 
The meeting agreed to fund the travel for 3 OCASC executive members to attend the People for 
Education Conference (http://www.peopleforeducation.ca)  in Toronto over the weekend of 
November 3/4th.  This seems to be a useful forum for learning, networking and sharing.   
The SSC was presented and notes from the SSC meeting a week prior.  It was requested that a 
presentation of the SSC meeting minutes be made as a formality at each OCASC meeting.  In the 
past, it seems that the presentation of the SSC activities was somewhat less formal. 
 
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT. 
 
This was very brief as the meeting was beginning to run late and noted among other minor things 
that the next meeting in November would be held at the board offices at Sir Robert Borden High 
School on Greenbank Road.   
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A number of items were moved to the November meeting including the election of 
representatives to two committees – the Parent’s Involvement Committee and the SEAC rep. 
 
The meeting concluded at 9:15pm.   
 
 
 
Secondary School Committee (SSC) from Rong Sun 

1. 12 out of 25 secondary schools attended the Oct. SSC meeting. Walter Piovesan the Associate 
Director OCDSB provided presentation on volunteering policy updates and answered questions. 

2. Practice and decision regarding extra curricular activities and event varies in schools, this is 
not just about the athelthics. For example some schools had parent teacher night, some had 
department heads providing general info, some didn’t have the event – with or without notice. 

3. Lisgar Parents should be made aware that communication with parents about student academic 
performance in the school is written in the Collective Agreement, although interpretation and/or 
culture differs from school to school. 

4. I would like to repeat my commend to Lisgar administration and teachers who have been using 
sound professional judgement and being considerate about the majority students’ interests and 
needs – I would recommend that Co-chairs acknowledge and support this effort, and parents get 
more involved when needed. 

5. It was brought to SSC’s attention that some school councils have purchased additional 
insurance ($180/annual, for 2Million liability – info in the board’s update). I would recommend 
LSC considers this option – this would allow for an additional layer of protection to parent 
volunteers, and hopefully more encouraging for parent volunteering. 

6. I don’t know if there is a question regarding possible teacher strike, although nobody would 
like this to happen – according to the  

Board, OSSTF has not signed an MOU with the Ministry. As such, teachers can go on strike prior 
to Dec. 31. Things may change between now and Nov., please decide accordingly on whether this 
info should be shared.  

 
Special Education Advisory Committee (SEAC) from Christine Sidling 

This, it turned out, was the first SEAC meeting of the school year. The details are as follows: 

A parent raised the question of why school boards don’t track incidents or reasons related to 
student exclusion from a school. Apparently, her child had, due to what she described as 
medically but safe reasons, been excluded from participating in the school and it had taken her 
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over one year to have her child reinstated. This particular exclusion was not related to the safe 
schools act. 

The superintendent explained that there is a plan to start tracking in September and that the 
statistics would be discussed at the next superintendents meeting. 

Additionally, a document called Qualities of Effective Parent Advocates was discussed. It was 
apparently created by the Ontario Association For Families of Children with Communication 
Disorders and will be available for $15. I downloaded what seemed to be a version of this guide 
for you.  

There are several upcoming events and workshops that parents may be interested in attending. 
They include: 

April 2 - World Autism Day. 

Nov. 17 – A workshop called Supported Decision Making. 

Nov. 22 – Legal Issues for Families With Children With Developmental Disabilities 

Nov. 24 – Supporting Someone Through Transition from High School to Adulthood 

I did not get further information, like venue & time, on these workshops 

There was a big discussion on the role of EAs in the classroom and their allocation. The board 
superintendent from Kanata spoke about this. She indicated that there are 149 schools and the 
Learning Support Serviices (ISS) determines allocation. They decided which schools, the total 
numbers of EAs and so on. She said there are 618 EAs in Ottawa and they are allocated based on 
applications that come to the board. All these applications arrive in May each year. The criteria 
that determines whether an EA is needed are safety, medical and behavioral issues. Each school 
is given a number of EAs and it is the principal/ staff who determine where the EA goes. There is 
also the possibility of getting emergence or transition EAs. In addition, there are itinerant EAs 
allocated for students who have serious behavioral issues. A focal goal of EAs in the system 
overall is independence. She stated the value of an EA for one child is $27,000 annually. But it 
was also emphasized that EAs are not attached to children! Instead, an EA will be allocated to a 
child for a period of time, as is deemed necessary. 

 
Zone 10 from Heather Bruce 

• Meeting held on October 15th 
• Comments re: Bill 115 

 most elementary schools not too effected 
 some lost their “meet the teacher” night 
 parents are helping with sports and activities 

 
• Accommodation Review 
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 discussions centers around Elmdale and Devonshire (at Max. capacity) 
 best option is to expand Fisher Park to add Grade 5 and/or 6 
 some room to move to Cambridge St. / Connaught / Elgin St. / Centennial 
 might change boundaries within walking distance 
 demographics might change once all-day JK/SK are brought into all schools Fall 

2014 (Churchill needs to cap enrollment now) 
 will be rushed for Fall 2013 – unless staff can limit discussion and decide by Nov. 

meeting 
 question around D. McGuinty stepping down (delays?) 


